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CUSTOMER SINCE  SOFTWARE

 Red Hat® Enterprise Linux®

 Web-based applications

 Microsoft SQL

Plaza Indonesia wanted to deliver IT services to meet 

customer demands. Red Hat® Enterprise Virtualization on 

Intel® Xeon® processor-based servers has made the company 

more agile by improving system recovery, business continuity 

and high availability.

“We rely on Red Hat Enterprise 
Virtualization running on Intel Xeon 

processor-based servers because of the 
simple licensing and ease of 

management compared to other 
competitive products.”

ELVIN TRIPUTRA, 

IT MANAGER, PLAZA INDONESIA
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Plaza IndonesIaRed hat customeR success

About PlAzA IndonesIA

Located in central Jakarta, Plaza Indonesia is in the property development and management 
business. In 1990, it was the first high-end shopping center to host luxury brands in Indonesia. 
Plaza Indonesia owns nine properties, including Grand hyatt Jakarta hotel, Plaza Indonesia 
Shopping Center, The Plaza Office Tower and Keraton apartments.

ComPAny heAdquArters wAnted to vIrtuAlIze

With an eye on the future, Plaza Indonesia sought to improve efficiency and cut costs through 
server consolidation. Its old servers broke down approximately every three months, impacting 
business operations and continuity. the old physical servers were also running out of space and 
becoming more costly to maintain.

Plaza Indonesia is in the property business, and thus very conscious of space usage. the com-
pany wanted to use only blades to minimize the space needed and cost of the space, as well as 
green computing considerations.

It also wanted to be able to increase It service agility through load balancing and rapid server 
provisioning, and improve system recovery, business continuity and high availability.

With a smaller office site already virtualized, Plaza Indonesia decided to adopt virtualization 
technology for its headquarters. 

red hAt enterPrIse vIrtuAlIzAtIon on Intel xeon  
ProCessor-bAsed servers offered fAst ImPlementAtIon  
And hIgh PerformAnCe

Plaza Indonesia started looking for a solution that is easy to manage, secure, low cost, and 
highly available to ensure business continuity.

after intensive industry research and benchmarking, Plaza Indonesia decided to virtualize 
its web-based applications and Microsoft SQL on its new technology platform. Three Red Hat 
enterprise Virtualization hypervisor hosts run on hP Proliant BL460c G6 server Blades with 
Intel Xeon 5600 processors. the hypervisor hosts support 10 virtual machines. the guest oper-
ating systems for the virtual machines are microsoft products such as Windows server and 
Exchange.

“We rely on Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization on Intel Xeon processor-based servers, because 
of the simple licensing and ease of management compared to other competitive products,” said 
elvin triputra, It manager, Plaza Indonesia.

Hardware

hP Proliant BL460c  

G6 server Blade equipped with 

Intel Xeon 5600 Processors
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Plaza Indonesia values  
Red hat enterprise 
Virtualization features such 
as the graphical user inter-
face, high availability, live 
migration, system scheduler, 
and maintenance manager 
as these met the objective 
of ensuring business con-
tinuity. Red hat enterprise 
Virtualization was easy to 
learn and saved time on 
server provisioning.

the implementation  
of Red hat enterprise 
Virtualization with hP 
Proliant BL460c G6 server 
Blade running on Intel 
Xeon 5600 Processors was 

smooth and progressed according to the company’s It timeline. the new solution is reliable, 
stable, and easy-to-manage. It makes server deployment quicker–from four months previously 
to just one month now–and improves the performance and security of servers.

“although Vmware appeared to have more features, we found that Red hat enterprise 
Virtualization offered better performance and security,” said triputra.

mAxImIzIng exIstIng resourCes reduCes Cost

Plaza Indonesia now pays as little as one-seventh of the cost demanded by Red Hat’s competi-
tors for virtualization solutions. the organization cuts costs by consolidating old servers instead 
of buying entirely new hardware to support growth.

“Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization has helped us maximize and better utilize our existing server 
and It resources, cutting costs by half and saving us from having to invest in new hardware. this 
ultimately lowers our total cost of operation,” said triputra.

Plaza Indonesia’s IT service has increased flexibility and agility through load balancing and rapid 
server provisioning, thanks to Red hat enterprise Virtualization. Business continuity is now 
assured with improved system recovery and high availability.

With the new Red hat solution in place, Plaza Indonesia is able to deliver better service to its 
employees and meet service level agreements.

“all our systems are now highly available. maintenance can be planned without disrupting users. 
This reduces downtime while improving efficiency, as less space and power are consumed,” said 
tiputra.

With the success of the Red hat enterprise Virtualization implementation, Plaza Indonesia is 
now planning to implement a virtualized disaster recovery center.
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Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source solutions, using a community-powered 
approach to provide reliable and high-performing cloud, virtualization, storage, Linux, and 
middleware technologies. Red Hat also offers award-winning support, training, and consulting 
services. Red Hat is an S&P company with more than 70 offi ces spanning the globe, empowering 
its customers’ businesses. 
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